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The major metropolitan India, Mumbai is a city is a city of dreams and huge possibilities which will
attracts a lot Mumbai is the busiest commercial centre of India .Just like other metropolis Mumbai
has its unique features, identities and visiting points. This is city which never sleeps and has a lot of
tourists spot that attracts a lot of travelers from all over the world.

Some of famous places of Mumbai sightseeing tour are discussed below. You tour become more
memorable when you visit these places and you really enjoy the specialty of these places.

Gateway of India:  This beautiful monument was built in the memory of  king George V and Queen
Mary when they enters into India through this water .The reflexion of sunrays during sunrise and
sunset  are very much outstanding.

Elephanta caves:  It is located 10kms distance from the magnificent monument gateway of India.
The name of this cave is given by Portughese and renowned in all over the world for its matchless,
rich sculptural content.

Haji Ali Dargah: The name of this Dargah came after a wealthy Muslim Merchant and was built in
1431.It is telling that Haji Ali died on the way to Mecca and the casket holding his body floated back
to Mumbai. Devotees come from all over the world to this place having all faiths and pray god.

Mani Bhavan: This place is very much renowned among the tourists who already visit this place
once didnâ€™t forget the memories .This place was dedicated to Mahatma Gandhi when he visited
Mumbai during freedom struggle. One library is here which contain photographs and letters of
Mahatma Gandhi and the doll museum which depicting the various phases Mahatma Gandhiâ€™s life.

Juhu Beach: Juhu is one of the famous beachs of Mumbai, known for its sprawling beach which is
surrounded by Vile Parle in the east and Arabian Sea in the west. You can find any kind of materials
in this market. The above points are discussed are the major Mumbai city attraction.

Mumbai has some other tourist places like Mumbai high court, film city and different temples. These
places are always busy but very much crowded during the festival seasons. If you want to do
shopping then this place is also a perfect place for you .Some famous shopping places are the Thief
or Chor Bazaar, Crawford market, Marine drive, Hanging garden and many more. When you come
to Mumbai and you miss these visiting sites then you have lost a major thing in your life.
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